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Sea Cloud II
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Casa de Campo - Teeth of the Dog

THE CARIBBEAN HAS ALWAYS BEEN
prime for sailing—from explorers and conquistadors,
to pirates and sugar traders—and the crystal clear
waters and coral-trimmed white sand beaches have
drawn many a traveler in search of tranquility. Over
the years, a host of great golf courses have populated
these islands and we play some of the best as we cruise
the Greater Antilles to the Lesser Antilles.
Sea Cloud II, our host vessel for this voyage, is a
ship that captures the timeless elegance of sailing
history and combines it with modern service and
accommodations. Privately chartered for this journey,
our ship is a relaxing and gracious home away from
home. With her well-appointed staterooms, elegant
dining and ample open deck areas, Sea Cloud II
offers cruising at its finest aboard an intimate,
private sailing yacht.
Our journey takes guests to five Caribbean islands,
from the Dominican Republic to Anguilla, Nevis
to Canouan and Barbados. Our tours feature
visits to colonial villages, historic cathedrals and a
renowned cooking school. The golf line-up is ideal as
we play on some of the best courses in the Caribbean
including Teeth of the Dog, Canouan Estate and
Royal Westmoreland.
Traveling with Kalos Golf means never having to
worry about your golf bag. Our staff awaits at every
course with your bag placed on a cart and the practice
facility cleared for your arrival. And don’t worry
about the pairings—we take requests or pair you with
new friends who share your skill level and enthusiasm
for the game.
Whether playing golf or discovering local culture
with our experienced guides, shopping on your own or
sailing the azure seas aboard your own private yacht,
you will experience unsurpassed personal attention,
returning from your journey with new and enriched
friendships and memories of a captivating experience.
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Memorable Golf Adventures

Punta Espada Golf Club

.......
PUNTA CANA PRE-TOUR
January 21–24, 2022
Plan to arrive in Punta Cana on
January 21, where you will be met and
transferred to your resort. Depending
on your choice of accommodations, you
will stay at either The Westin Puntacana
Resort or Eden Roc Cap Cana. Both
are ideally located to play two of the
best courses in the Caribbean: Jack
Nicklaus-designed Punta Espada Golf
Club (ranked #35 in the world by Golf
Digest) and Tom Fazio’s Corales Golf
Club. Touring guests enjoy experiences
that combine local culture and cuisine,
sightseeing to magnificent sugar and
tobacco plantations and immersive
garden and wildlife tours.
Pre-tour pricing includes three nights at your resort
of choice, breakfasts, greens fee and transfers for two
rounds of golf or tours; ground transfer from Punta
Cana Airport to your resort on January 21 and
ground transfer from Punta Cana to Sea Cloud II
on January 24.
✧ $ 2,195 per golfer, $1,595 per touring guest,
double occupancy in a Westin Premium Room
✧ $ 3,385 per golfer, $2,785 per touring guest,
double occupancy in an Eden Roc Junior Suite
✧ $ 2,865 per golfer, $2,265 per touring guest
in a Westin Single Room
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Casa de Campo—Teeth of the Dog

January 24: Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic •
Embark Sea Cloud II
Plan to arrive in Santo Domingo on January 24, where you are
greeted and transferred to Sea Cloud II. Later this afternoon, we
begin our journey across the Caribbean Sea.

.......
January 25: La Romana, Dominican Republic
Golf: Casa de Campo - Teeth of the Dog
With seven holes that hug the shoreline, including the signature
16th—a par three over a rocky cove shaped like snapping jaws—
Teeth of the Dog has long held the top spot in Caribbean course
rankings, and is currently ranked #32 in the world by Golf Digest.
Opened for play in 1971, this Pete Dye masterpiece boasts
stunning views throughout as the course has few trees and little
rough. If the trade winds blow, club choice and ball flight become
imperative to reach and hold many of the raised greens. Teeth
of the Dog is an ideal introduction to our golf journey across
the Caribbean.
Tour: Altos de Chavón
Touring guests travel along the Chavón River to Altos de Chavón,
a Mediterranean-styled village with quaint shops featuring the
works of local artisans. We tour the gardens and amphitheater
and have free time to browse the shops that line the cobblestone
streets. After lunch, we visit the largest and most celebrated
cathedral in the Dominican Republic, Basílica Catedral Nuestra
Señora de la Altagracia, dedicated to Our Lady of Altagracia,
patroness of the nation, where we learn of its fascinating history.

.......
January 26: Day at Sea
What better way to settle in aboard Sea Cloud II than to delight
in a full day at sea as we cross the Caribbean. Sit back and watch
skilled deckhands as they scale the masts that reach 180 feet high
and set the sails on one of the finest hand-sailed square-riggers of
our age. The views throughout the day will be spectacular.

.......
January 27: Sailing into Anguilla
This morning, we make our way into Anguilla in time for lunch.
Guests can disembark and enjoy strolling the white sands, and join
a snorkeling tour. In the late afternoon, we play a mixed wine &
nine scramble event at CuisinArt Golf Resort.
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Four Seasons Nevis Golf Club

.......
January 28: Rendezvous Bay, Anguilla
Golf: CuisinArt Golf Resort
With wide, receptive fairways and approachable greens,
this Greg Norman resort course is a pleasure from
start to finish. The routing switches direction often at
CuisinArt, giving ample opportunity to take advantage
of the prevailing winds, and while water comes into play
on about ten holes, the landing areas are wide enough
that only the most wayward shots face trouble. Rather,
it’s the water that’s not in play which may command
your attention—crystal Caribbean seas offer a wonderful
panorama throughout, with views of neighboring SaintMartin providing an ideal sense of place.
Tour: CuisinArt Cooking Class and Island Tour
Touring guests attend a CuisinArt cooking class in the late
morning, learning the perfect combination of Caribbean
spices. We enjoy the fruits of our labor for lunch.
Afterward, soak in the relaxing views and learn of the
island's unique past during a panoramic island tour. Instead
of touring, guests may choose to enjoy a day at The Spa
by CuisinArt.

.......
January 29: Charlestown, Nevis
Golf: Four Seasons Resort, Nevis
Routed around the dormant volcano, Nevis Peak, this
Robert Trent Jones, Jr. layout was his first in the Caribbean.
It’s an interesting departure from the courses we’ve played
so far, with elevation change playing a key strategic role in
club selection. As we climb from the clubhouse on the front
side through a rainforest and sweep downward towards the
shore on the back nine, the views are spectacular; from the
highest points, the contrast of clear-blue sea against palmtree lined fairways is picture-perfect.
Tour: St. Kitts
We transfer by water taxi from Nevis to St. Kitts today and
begin our tour in the capital city of Basseterre. Wonderful
examples of colonial French and English architecture
surround Independence Square, which has been repurposed
into a beautiful memorial garden. After some free time
for shopping the quaint streets, we visit Timothy Hill
where we see the merging of the Caribbean Sea and the
Atlantic Ocean. In lieu of touring, guests may choose to
enjoy the The Spa at Four Seasons Resort Nevis.
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Canouan Estate

.......
January 30: Day at Sea
Our itinerary allows us to respond to the most common request from
Kalos passengers—one more day at sea. Relax as we sail south from
Nevis to Canouan—depending on the wind and currents, we may have
time for a swim stop along the way!

.......
January 31: Carenage Bay, Canouan
Golf: Canouan Estate
Canouan Estate sits on the northern end of Canouan, a tiny island of just
over four square miles, in the Grenadines south of St. Vincent. The course
was designed by Jim Fazio and features two distinctly different nines
that take advantage of the varied topography. The front nine is true resort
course, with relatively level lies throughout, ranging between the eastern
island coast and a central ridge. The back sweeps up and around Mount
Royal, with rugged terrain leading to a rollicking finish.
Tour: Reef Cruise
Sheltered by a horseshoe-shaped coral reef located in the Grenadines
Archipelago, the Tobago Cays are a group of five islets with pristine
white sand beaches and crystal-clear waters. Our leisurely cruise takes
us to the Tobago Cays, protected by a marine park, making it great for
snorkeling. You are sure to encounter one of the green sea turtles that
gather in great numbers right below the surface of the calm turquoise sea.

.......
February 1: Bridgetown, Barbados
Golf: Royal Westmoreland Golf Club
Royal Westmoreland is a fitting close to our golf journey across the
Caribbean. This Robert Trent Jones, Jr. layout rolls through undulating
green hills and makes good strategic and visual use of a coral quarry on
a couple of holes. The course plays mostly on higher ground offering
great panoramic views. Key to a good closing round will be avoiding the
almost 100 bunkers placed throughout the course.
Tour: St. Nicholas Abbey
We visit St. Nicholas Abbey today and learn about the sugar and rum
trade that is so intimately connected with the history of Barbados. Passed
down through generations, we hear the tales of the families who have run
the plantation, the intrigue and mysteries surrounding the manor.

.......
February 2: Bridgetown • Home
We bid farewell to Sea Cloud II and her crew as we disembark and
transfer to Grantley Adams International Airport for homebound flights.
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SEA CLOUD II

A Private Realm
Relax, daydream, get lost in a book. Unwind.
Immerse yourself in conversation or enjoy private
reflections. You’ve found just the right spot.
Accommodating only 94 passengers, Sea Cloud II
lets you indulge in the personalized care lavished
by 60 crew members. Enjoy being one of the few,
rather than one of many.
With 47 cabins on her three decks, all with
marble bathrooms, Sea Cloud II exceeds the
expectations of even the most demanding ocean
traveler. Deluxe Outside Cabins, Junior Suites
and the two grand Owner’s Suites embody
elegance and luxury. Down to the smallest detail,
your private vessel radiates style and comfort.
Sea Cloud II was created by perfectionists
for perfectionists.

Fine Dining with Unrivaled Views
The tables are dressed in white, the silverware
perfectly polished, the large windows framing
gorgeous ocean views. The fragrance of fresh
herbs fills the elegant dining room.
Each night’s menu promises gourmet delights;
select cuts of beef, sorbets, soups and greens,
fresh fish and local produce. Again and again, the
chef de cuisine delights with regional specialties
paired with just the right vintages from the
Sea Cloud II wine cellar.
As the evening winds down—or the night’s
merriment begins—head toward the Lounge for
conversation with friends old and new. Or retire
to the Library to study our next destination or
send an email to loved ones at home.

Lounge
Lounge

.......

DiningRoom
Room
Dining
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Kalos Golf
1504 East Franklin Street, Suite 200
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
To view complete pricing and remaining trip details, please request a full trip
brochure using the brochure request button posted throughout our website, or
call us at 1-919-942-3464.
Each trip brochure may be viewed live online or received via postal mail.
Thank you for your interest in our memorable golf adventures.

GOLF’S FINEST TR AVEL EXPERIENCE
The truth about great international golf courses is that they are
typically in close proximity to fascinating cultural and historic
venues, immersed in unique landscapes ripe for discovery, making
our trips ideal for couples in which one spouse is a passionate
golfer, and one may rather tour. We dedicate as much purpose to
planning and executing our touring programs as we do our golf
line-up; no other golf tour operator can make this promise.
We know our clients demand stimulating experiences beyond
golf and strive to present our guests with a rich blend of choices
between golf and touring each day. Even the heartiest golfers
among our guests often remark, “it was tough to decide today
between the tour and the links.”
Each day, touring passengers will have the option to experience
fascinating cultural and historic or culinary and wine tours. On
some days, golfers and tour guests will spend the day touring
together and on others, they will get together for a private wine
tasting or tour after golf.
We challenge you to ﬁnd a touring program with any other luxury
golf tour operator that is as robust, inclusive and exclusive as you
will ﬁnd on a Kalos Golf tour.

Telephone: 919.942.3464
Fax: 919.929.3326
Info@KalosGolf.com
www.KalosGolf.com

